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JBL 102/2(1983)269-279 

1 THESS 2:13-16: LINGUISTIC 
EVIDENCE FOR AN INTERPOLATION° 

DARYL SCHMIDT 
Texas Christian University, Fort Worth, TX 76129 

The peculiarities of 1 Thess 2:13-16, in both form and content, have 
caused biblical scholars to offer a variety of explanations of how this 
section fits into the thought and structure of 1 Thessalonians. We will 
look briefly at those explanations and then suggest that the linguistic 
evidence favors the interpolation hypothesis. 

Many of the issues involved in explaining this passage have already 
been cogently set forth by Birger Pearson1 and will not be reconstructed 
here. Pearson provides evidence from both form and content to support 
the interpolation hypothesis. Since that hypothesis has been accepted in 
the recent work of both Hendrikus Boers2 and Helmut Koester3 it merits 
further testing. 

Pearson argues mostly from content. The anti-Jewish polemic of v 15 
has long raised doubts about its Pauline origins. Pearson shows that, in 
fact, the whole section is better located after A.D. 70. By treating the 
section as an interpolation, he then shows that form-critical problems 
associated with this passage are more easily solved. 

The major problem for any analysis of the form of the letter has 
been the second "thanksgiving" formula in 2:13. Paul Schubert argued 

° This paper incorporates research originally prepared for the Seminar on the Thessa- 
lonian Correspondence, SBL. I would like to thank my seminar colleagues, especially 
Helmut Koester and chairman William Baird, for their encouragement to pursue this line 
of investigation. 

I "1 Thessalonians 2:13-16: A Deutero-Pauline Interpolation," HTR 64 (1971) 79-94. 
Many of the arguments are also reviewed in Ernest Best, A Cormmentary on the First and 
Second Epistles to the Thessalonians (London: A. and C. Black, 1972) 29-35. 

2 "The Form Critical Study of Paul's Letters. I Thessalonians as a Case Study," NTS 22 
(1975-76) 140-58. 

:3 "I Thessalonians-Experiment in Christian Writing," in Continuity and Discon- 
tinuity in Church History (ed. F. F. Church and T. George; Leiden: Brill, 1979) 33-44. 
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for a thanksgiving section from 1:2 through 3:13, but had to call it 

"highly complex," of "excessive length," with "the absence of a formal 
transition" between 2:16 and 17, with "some extraneous matter" in 2:14- 
16, which as a whole also "constituted the main body" of the letter.4 
When further form-critical work established 1:10 as the end of the ini- 
tial "thanksgiving" section5 and 2:17 as the beginning of the "apostolic 
parousia,"6 2:1-12 emerged as the initial section of the "body" of the 
letter, leading quite naturally to 2:17ff., and leaving 2:13-16 as an intru- 
sion.7 This becomes a more plausible explanation than a theory which 
treats 2:13 as the beginning of a second letter that has been conflated by 
a later editor,8 especially since such a theory cannot account for the 
admitted "difficulties" presented by the content of 2:15-16.9 In contrast, 
Pearson shows how the content could well be contemporary with the 

perspective of several post-70 Matthean passages.10 

II 

The primary alternative explanation for the apparently non-Pauline 
nature of 1 Thess 2:13-16 is that Paul is using traditional material. 
R. Schippers offers arguments for treating this as "pre-synoptic" tradi- 
tion.11 He argues "on formal and material grounds" that this passage is 
closer to typical synoptic passages and is "unusual" for Paul.12 In the 

process Schippers confirms many of the arguments which are given in sup- 
port of the interpolation hypothesis. Schippers nonetheless claims that Paul 
is "creatively handling" and "has completely incorporated the pre-synoptic 
tradition into his letter."13 This claim cannot explain, however, the form- 
critical problems noted above regarding the structure of the letter. A more 
serious challenge as to how well Paul "completely incorporated" this mate- 
rial into his letter can be seen when we consider the linguistic evidence. 

4 P. Schubert, Form and Function of the Pauline Thanksgiving (BZNW 20; Berlin: 

Topelmann, 1939) 23-26. 
5 J. T. Sanders, "The Transition from Opening Epistolary Thanksgiving to Body in the 

Letters of the Pauline Corpus," JBL 81 (1962) 348-62, especially 355-56. 
6 R. W. Funk, "The Apostolic Parousia: Form and Significance," in Christian History 

and Interpretation (ed. W. R. Farmer et al.; Cambridge: Cambridge University, 1967) 
249-68. 

7 Pearson, "Interpolation," 90-91. 
8 W. Schmithals, "The Historical Situation of the Thessalonian Epistles," in Paul and 

the Gnostics (Nashville: Abingdon, 1972) 123-218, especially 179-80. 
9 Ibid., 180. 

10 Pearson, "Interpolation," 92-94. Further evidence for this can be seen in the develop- 
ment of the allegorical interpretation of the Parable of the Wicked Tenants, not only in 
Matthew (21:33-46), but also in Luke (20:9-19). 
11 "The Pre-Synoptic Tradition in I Thessalonians II 13-16," NovT 8 (1966) 223-34. 
12 Ibid., 232. 
13 Ibid., 224, 233. 
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III 

Biblical scholars most often cite "linguistic evidence" in discussions 
about literary authenticity and integrity, two issues which arise in the 
Thessalonian correspondence. The evidence usually consists of lists of 
words and phrases.14 More recently, computer-aided "stylistic analysis" 
has been attempting to go beyond vocabulary considerations to the use 
of statistics on sentence-length and common-word frequency.15 Such 
statistics, however, are of very limited usefulness in the analysis of a short 

passage such as 1 Thess 2:13-16. The word-by-word and phrase-by-phrase 
approach found in the commentaries16 usually results in inconclusive 
evidence, often because of the lack of appropriate linguistic criteria. What 
constitutes Pauline or non-Pauline use of vocabulary? What are typical 
Pauline and non-Pauline grammatical constructions? How many non- 
Pauline words and constructions make a passage non-Pauline? What is the 
Pauline "style"? 

These questions can be approached differently today than a genera- 
tion ago because of the advances of contemporary linguistics and the 

accompanying changes in the understanding of language and grammar. 
The contemporary focus has shifted significantly to syntax at the sen- 
tence level, which directly affects the very definition of literary "style."17 
One implication of this new focus that we would like to pursue is the 
possibility of discerning the "syntactical pattern" of a text or of an 
author's style.18 This would involve three levels of syntactical relation- 
ships: (1) the formation of noun and verb phrases, including those tradi- 
tionally called "clauses," (2) the sequence of phrases in a sentence, and 
(3) the connection between sentences. While work is still progressing on 
how best to formalize and present this data, the schema adopted here 
(see the Appendix) will allow us to make some observations about (1) 
and to focus on (2) and (3). 

In order to see 2:13-16 in the context of the structure of the letter, 
we have taken the entire section of 1 Thess 1:2-3:10, that is, everything 
between the opening greeting and the benediction which concludes the 
pre-exhortation section. The Greek text19 is presented in such a way so 

14 See J. E. Frame, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistles of St. Paul 
to the Thessalonians (ICC 38; New York: Scribner's, 1912) 28-34. 
15 See Best, Thessalonians, 25. 
16 See the appropriate sections of Frame, Thessalonians, and Best, Thessalonians. 
17 For example, see N. E. Enkvist, Linguistic Stylistics (The Hague: Mouton, 1973) and 

W. 0. Hendricks, Grammars of Style and Styles of Grammar (Amsterdam: North- 
Holland, 1976). 
18 See Daryl Schmidt, "Pauline Syntax: The Transformational Patterns of 1-2 Thess," an 

unpublished paper presented to the Consultation (now Seminar) on the Thessalonian 
Correspondence at the 1977 meeting of the SBL. 
19 Following the third edition of the UBSGNT. 
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as to feature especially the sequence of embedded sentences (tradition- 
ally called "dependent clauses"). Each embedded sentence is indented 
under the sentence to which it has a syntactical connection, and the 
embedding device for each one is underlined. The conjunctions connecting 
matrix sentences ( = "main clauses") have been placed in the left-hand 
column, and some noun phrases and prepositional phrases have been 
reduced to NP and PP, respectively, to allow each entire sentence, matrix 
or embedded, to appear together on one numbered line. The only apparent 
exceptions to placing each embedded sentence on a separate line are 
parenthetical constructions (e.g., KaOws oi'aarE), and lexicalized participles 
(e.g., o6 rtnrroTEw = believer), since their location has to do with the syntax 
of the individual sentence and not with the sequence of sentences. 

In our schema lines 1-22 present the opening thanksgiving section. It 
consists of three independent sentences connected by yap. The first one 

begins the thanksgiving formula proper, and it has three embedded sen- 
tences under it (lines 2-4), each one using the participial embed. The 
third embed has its own ort-embed, which in turn has an embed (line 6) 
that has an embed (line 7). Line 8 is conjoined to line 5 and again has 
several layers of embedding under it. Thus while the first complete sen- 
tence has nine embeds, only the last one (line 11) is embedded as deeply 
as the fifth level, and in fact, it is a version of the lexicalized participle 
believer which, as such, need not be treated as an embed, leaving only 
four levels of embedding. The second sentence (lines 12-15) and the 
third sentence (lines 16-22) are both shorter, with fewer embeds and 
fewer levels of embedding, and in the case of the third sentence, with 

embedding done in pairs. 
In the choice of embedding device (COMP), this section has slightly 

fewer embeds that use a complementizer (+COMP), an initial word such 
as ort, o0 or KaOow, than it does embeds that use participle or infinitive 
forms (-COMP).20 Such forms could appear anywhere in the embedded 
sentence, but here they are always placed near the very beginning of the 
embed. 

The same basic pattern continues in the opening of the body of the 
letter, 2:1-12 (lines 23-57). The conjunction connecting the matrix sen- 
tences is again yap, though the sentences that begin at lines 41, 47 and 
50 have no conjunction. The embedding also shows the same features, 
with no embedding beyond four levels, even in the long, final sentence 
(lines 50-57), and with a slight preference for -COMP embeds, which 
continue to be placed early in the embedded sentence, with the excep- 
tion of line 47. 

20 For the designations +COMP and -COMP see Daryl Schmidt, Hellenistic Greek 
Grammar and Noam Chomsky: Nominalizing Transformations (SBLDS 62; Chico: 
Scholars, 1981) 42. 
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The section 2:17-3:10 (lines 76-114) shows the same pattern that we 
have outlined. The primary conjunction is still ya,p, though several others 
are also used. No sentence is yet as long as the opening thanksgiving sen- 
tence, nor has more than four levels of embedding. The embedding still 
favors -COMP, which is placed early, except in line 112 and that, 
interestingly, has the same PVKTOs Kat 1Epas construction placed first as 
line 47, the only other exception. This summary, then, clearly emerges as 
the syntactical pattern of these undisputed sections of 1 Thess 1:2-3:10. 
It is now appropriate to analyze the disputed section in comparison with 
this pattern. 

IV 

The second "thanksgiving" section, 2:13-16 (lines 58-75), is dom- 
inated by two sentences, lines 58-62 and the long sentence in lines 63- 
74, while line 75 is a separate sentence whose contents indicate that it 
has the same source as lines 67-74. 

The first sentence is immediately noticeable for its use of the con- 
junction Kat. Nowhere else in 1 Thessalonians is Kat used to connect two 
matrix sentences, and no other undisputed letter of Paul uses the 
construction Ka' btha TOVTO (though it is imitated in 2 Thess 2:11). The 

thanksgiving formula used here is an abbreviation of the opening one in 
1:2-5, but more importantly, it is also the second of the two types that 
Paul developed,21 having a content brt-embed instead of participles, 
similar to Rom 1:8 and 1 Cor 1:4, and the type imitated in 2 Thess 1:3 
and 2:13. 

The second sentence is even more out of harmony with the pattern 
of the larger section. It has more embeds than any other sentence in the 
whole section, and significantly more levels of embedding (seven). While 
it still favors -COMP embeds, they tend to come last in the embedded 
sentence (lines 67-69, 72). Furthermore, lines 67-70 become a litany of 
conjoined embeds, whereas elsewhere we find only conjoined pairs of 
embeds (lines 17-18, 19-20, 91-92, 102-3, 113-14). Line 73 is the only 
instance of a +COMP embed using i'va in the entire first three chapters. 
Other unusual features in the embeds include the separation of the 
nouns Kvptov and 'Ilproiov by the participle in line 67, when elsewhere 
in Paul they always appear together. Clearly, then, whatever else we say 
about lines 67-74 (vv 15-16b), they are not "completely incorporated" 
into the syntactical pattern of the rest of this larger section. In contrast, 
the syntax of these lines deviates as much from the surrounding pattern 
as does the content. 

Since not all versions of the interpolation hypothesis include vv 13 

21 Schubert, Form, 35. 
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and 14,22 we need to look more closely at the internal syntax of these 
verses. The matrix sentence of v 14 has the same syntax as line 8: ,;EZS 

.lL/r&Tat +NPg EyEv6'0rTrE. However, the genitive noun phrase added to 
JLt/7rTa (+NPg) in line 63 is placed after y,EvrjO?TrE and it has its own 

genitive NP: Trv i KKX7) o-L& ro 0EOeV. Furthermore, it is expanded with 
an embedded adnominal participle (line 64) having two prepositional 
phrases (PP). The first PP is locative and the second PP is the Pauline 
expression Ev Xptr-Tr 'I/o-oV. 

The complete noun phrase can be analyzed as a combination of 
three different Pauline constructions: 

TOV EKKA)cTLWiV [1Tov OvOV] [2TWV OV'O-v {v Tnj 'Iovbala] [3ev 
XplO(-T 'I\o(ToV]. 

The noun KK7o-L'ca is followed by (1) a genitive NP, (2) the adnominal 

equative participle with a locative PP, and (3) the "in-Christ" PP. Each 
of the three constructions is Pauline, but the combination of all three is 
not. 

The first two constructions form the address for the Corinthian let- 
ters (1 Cor 1:2; 2 Cor 1:1): 

rj EKK)l]oTIa [1TOU OEoV] [2Tn olno7] v KoplvOw]. 

Elsewhere Paul uses the genitive NP to express the geographical loca- 
tion, and in Gal 1:22 he combines that with a version of (3): 

ratS EKKAr]r-laiL [1Tjs 'Iovbalak] [3Trai? E XPLOTra]. 

A genitive NP is used for location similarly in 1 Cor 16:1, 19; 2 Cor 8:1; 
Gal 1:2; 1 Thess 1:1. 

A third combination of constructions in a Pauline greeting is found 
in Phil 1:1: 

TroT aylOLS [3'V XpLo-rT 'Io-ov] [2ToT ov-LV Ev 'lA'Tr7TroL]. 

Here the Pauline expression in (3) is used first and then (2) is used for 
the geographical designation. Other variations of this combination are 
found in Eph 1:1 and Col 1:2, the latter without the participle; and Rom 
1:7 uses only (2). Therefore, in the rest of the Pauline addresses and 
church location designations, various combinations of these three con- 
structions are used, but never all three. A possible explanation is that in 
the process of imitating Paul, someone has put together here an overly- 
Pauline construction. 

Another feature of the matrix sentence in line 63 is the position of 
abeApfol. Paul frequently uses the vocative abeA4ol, especially with ViE L 

(or the second person plural verb ending). It occurs in 1 Thess 1:4; 2:1, 19; 

22 Pearson, "Interpolation," 80. 
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another ten times after 2:14, and over 40 times in Romans, 1-2 Corin- 
thians, Galatians and Philippians. What is noteworthy about its use in 1 
Thess 2:14 is its position between /Lpr/7Ta'L Eye vrO/7re and TWV EKKAhr- 

OrLJw ... ,the long genitive construction which belongs with Xuli,7rai. In 
the more than 50 times that Paul uses the vocative &aSApot, it always comes 
at a natural syntactical break in the sentence, such as between complete 
noun phrases, not between parts of the same noun phrase. The one instance 
which might be an exception is also textually uncertain: namely, 1 Cor 
15:31, where the vocative comes between an NP and its embedded relative 
sentence. However, the relative pronoun, as +COMP, functions as the 

syntactical device which begins the embed and, therefore, is the beginning 
of a separate syntactical unit whose function is clearly indicated by the 

gender-number ending of the relative pronoun.23 In 1 Thess 2:14 there is 
no such syntactical break for the vocative. Instead, it separates the genitive 
NP Trwv EKKA7o-LWV . . . from its head noun LlM,7Tral, rather than being in 
front of the head noun, where we frequently find it in Paul. 

When we consider the internal syntax of 2:13, we also find some 
features not typical of Paul. The most troublesome construction in the 
verse24 is the noun phrase following the participle in line 60: 

7rapaAa/3ovTres hyov [raKo p r] [27ap' txUv] [3rov Ocov]. 

The relationship of the three components to the head noun is not clear. 
Because of its position, (1) must be taken with the head noun immediately 
preceding it, probably in the sense of "what is heard" (= the content of 

preaching), as in Rom 10:16-17 and Gal 3:2, 15, and thus like the expres- 
sion in Heb 4:2 6 Ahyos Trj^ aKOTj. The position of (2) then suggests that it is 
connected with (1), though its use here may also have been influenced by 
7rapeAa/cere 7rap' )'15v in 4:1 (which is imitated in 2 Thess 3:6).25 

The syntactical position of (3) is even more difficult.26 It cannot 

meaningfully be related to (2) and would be very awkward associated 
with (1),27 so it is usually connected with the head noun. Paul does use 

23 The textual evidence for omitting aSexhol (p46 D G P 1739) may suggest that even 
this much of a syntactical connection was considered by some scribes too close to allow a 

proper break for a vocative. Of course, if the evidence for the omission is accepted, our 
case is even stronger. 
24 N. Turner cites this verse, along with Rom 11:3, which is taken from the LXX and, 

therefore, an inappropriate example, to illustrate one of the "harsh" features of Paul's 

style: "the removal of words from their logical order" (Style, vol. IV of J. H. Moulton, A 
Grammar of New Testament Greek [Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1976] 85). 
25 In fact, Frame (Thessalonians, 107) and Best (Thessalonians, 111) both treat the 

construction the same as 4:1: "received from us." 
26 Frame notes "the striking position of TOV OeoV (which leads P to put 7ap' itiCv before 

Xoyov &Koajs and induces Schmiedel to consider TOV OeoV a gloss)" (107). 
27 Best chooses to connect (3) with (1) and renders the whole phrase "you received from 

us the word of the message of God" (109). The position of (2) makes this highly unlikely. 
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(3) with Aoyoq in Rom 9:6; 1 Cor 14:36; 2 Cor 2:17, but never with 
"receive," though Luke uses it in that way in Acts 8:14; 11:1. The XSyov 
0eov in line 61 makes clear that Xoyov Oeov is also the content here. 
However, this is noticeably in contrast to the rest of 1 Thessalonians 
where Paul talks about Aoyos Kvplov (1:8; 4:15), but not about Aoyos 
Oeov. 

Consequently, line 60 can be analyzed as an amalgamation of sev- 
eral different "Pauline" constructions, each one found somewhere in the 
Pauline corpus, but the final combination itself is not typical of Pauline 

syntax. 

V 

In summary: the content of 2:13-16 does not fit well into 1 Thessa- 
lonians, nor into Pauline thought in general; formally this section 
intrudes into the overall structure of the whole letter; and finally, the 

linguistic evidence suggests that it did not come from the same author as 
the rest of the letter, but is rather built around a conflation of Pauline 

expressions. Therefore, the interpolation hypothesis seems to be the best 

explanation for all three of these matters, especially since Birger Pearson 
has already offered a very plausible setting for such an interpolation. 
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Appendix 

1 Thess 1:2-3:10 

1 2 evXap'PLTOv.ev TO av TaVTo 7Trcpl TacVTV V'p.v 

2 jvelav 7TOlvllEvoL &ETL 7TpoovvXwpv ?)iwv aoLaXEL7Trro 
3 3Mv7JiovEVovTST V'pv rTOV Epyov rij Tio 7rLoT( Kal NP Kal NP PP 

4 4ElOdTre, aoCAqoL ?]ya7r7p.JIvoLi V7rT Oeov, TJPV EKXOylPV tViwv 
5 507l TO EayyEXLov falwv OVK EyEvrPjO PP PP .dovov aAA\ Kal ... 
6 KaOwos oliare 
7 olOL yEUV?'0oI.EP v Ev' V tlV OL vtcas 

8 6Kal V.L ELS /ALyAlTaL 7lLWPV yEPV7j?0T,E KaL TOV KVpLOV 

9 E4a,EcvoL rTOV Aoyov PP PP 

10 7corT-r yeveo'OaL v/p.a TVr7OV 7 raa-i 

11 7ro? 7LTT('rEoV'lv PP Kal PP. 
12 8yap a&' Vi'/v /. Xr1TaL 6 Aoyos TOV KVplov OV /.vov PP Kal PP 

13 A',\ PP 7 7TILOTSr V/.v 7 TpOSb TObV 0ObV qAEXjXAvOE 

14 WOTE /A17 XpELav EXClv V /as 

15 hAaAey TL. 

16 9yap avrol 7repl r.iwv a7rayyhXXovcrtv 
17 07rolav ELrOOov E^Xo(iev Trpo v/EaP 

18 Kal 7rToS '7rEOTpC'/aTrE 7rpos rTOV 0E a7rTb rTvoy EicoAo 

19 bovXhveLv OEw fivTl KaL a'h70Ltv5 
20 °KaL avaYaiveiv TOV VLOv aCVTOV (K Tov ovpavov 
21 Ov ryELPEpv (K Trc vEKpwv, 'I^10'ov 
22 TOV pVOJLEvov /ipas K Tr? opy7jS TrijS9 pop.Xo v7S. 

23 1yap avroL, oiLaTE, aoEAXcol, T7?Pv EL(bov oy?Aiwv T?)v 7rpOS v/asa 

24 OTL OV KEVI) yEyovev 

25 2aAa 
26 7rpo7raOovTes Kal VfpiaLevTES, KaOwS olarTE, Cv iLXL7T7TOLS 

27 7rapp?lorLaora'pEOa Cv T(,o) Oc 7)Pv 
28 XaXoija-a 7Trpob ivia TO EVayyEXlOV TOV 0OV v 7ro XX aywvL. 
29 -syp 7 7rapaKX7A(rl9 7/r.v OVK PP oivo PP ovis PP 
30 4aAXXa 
31 KaOwo eboKKLAp.a'o-.eOa VTro TOV 0EOV 
32 7TrcLrrvO7jvaL TO EvayyEXLov 
33 OVT'So AaAoXvEv 
34 O°Vx c avOpw7TOlS apeorKovrTE aAXa Oew 

35 Tro OKltad'ovTlr TaS KapOlaS 7.Jiwv. 

36 5yap OVTl 7TOTE EV AXoy( KoAaKElaq eyevPtVOjLePv, KaOwS oLaTrc, OVTE PP, 0OcE .apTrvs, 
37 6oVTrE 7rTOVTES c4 avOpwwrov bofav OVTE PP OVTr PP 
38 7 avvacyPOL EV faapeL ClYva 

39 (9 Xplo-TO a7rTdoroTAo 

40 aAAa eyevP7j0171ev PV77TLOL (V eC M( VMWiPV. 

41 ihEav Trpo4OS OdaXnr Tha avT7r TEKva 

42 80VT(Sro) 6tepdcyvoL viw 

43 VOOKOV.VEP 

44 IrTasov ai oval ViTV oO vov bTO EayyEXLov TOV 0EOe aXXa KaL NP 
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45 8tOTL ayaw7r1TOl ?1fAlv EyEV?t?0TE. 

46 9yap ).vr71/0VEVTEr, a&EXOiOL, TOV KO7TOV r1izv KaL TOV MOX0ov. 

47 VVKTOS Kal r71eppaq Epyao,jLuvoL 

48 7rpob TO ,7rl/3apjaa(r Tlrva VzjvL 

49 EK?1pv~fafEv ELg vea9 TO EvayyEXlov TOV OEOV. 

50 1'0vE aprvpes KaL 06es 

51 0 (riO 9 Kal OiKal(oS KaL a'E7rTTwS V A)li TOL 7TLOTEVOVO'LV EyE?V70l7'1iV 

52 1KaOa7rEp oioare 
53 _ 'Eva E'KaarTov Vzv 
54 o 7TraTr1p TEKva eavTov 
55 127rapaKaAoZvTres V/ta9 KaL 7rapaJvOovtjlevoL KaaL AapTvpo0,EvoL 
56 TOl 7Tr pl7rarTEL v{Las a09s TOV 0EOV 

57 TOV KaAoZvros ) via PP.... 
5813Kal 8La TOUTO Kal ?f/Aels EvXapc-rTOVJLV TO OEw aOLaAELi7TTO9 

59 OTL 

60 7rapaXa/36ovrs XAoyov aKoj1s 7rap r1z.wv TOV OEOV 
61 iE'CacrO ov Aoyov avOpc7rov aXAa, KaOoS9 E(rTLV a?1tOWs, Xoyov Oeov 
62 OS KaL EvEpyEiTraL EV V/llv TOlS 7TrTLEVOVoLV. 

6314yap VElPS L/rJi)LTal eyEPv?O1?TE, aOAE\ol, TWV EKKAX?Ow1C TOV toOe 
64 TrV oV(To-V wv Tr ' 

IovSala iv XpLo-Tr 'II?o-o 
65 OTL Ta avTa E7rarOET Kal VE.LEL V7TO TWIV LiO(Wv rv/VVXETwrv 

66 KaOS9 Kal aVTOl V7rn TWiV I aovOalwv 

67 1rTWV KaL TOV KvpLOv a7TOKT(LvavrTwv Ir1(OV 

68 KaL TOVS 7rporj1Tas KaL 1.Las EKtoLfavrTv 
69 KaL 0E- U?1 apEo(KOVTwV 

70 Kal 7raorlV avOpo7roti EvavTLov 
71 o6KloAVoroTv 1/a. 
72 TOlS 'OvE(v L XaXaAjca 
73 lva rwOcOwiv 

74 l9 TOb ava7XrAXpCTai NP .... 
75 06 E'Oaa~v 7T' aVirovs ?1 Opy1 EL9 TAEXO. 

76170i i?)ElS, a&AXol,, 

77 a7roppavtLrOaevTS a0 Vtz&Wv 7rpos KaLpOv wpas 7po0rowo ov KapbLa 

78 7rEpLotOOTEpows Eo-rov8sa/atEv 
79TO TbpOa'O-TO V JLWPV LEV V Tv OXXtJn^ ELOv/lia 

80 l18siLO r7)OeXAr-aiv ehOrev 7rpbs vOas eyo )Ev naPhAos .. . 
81 Kai EVEKOI/EV r)j.as a Zrava9. 

8219yap TLS r7)1Av E7Tr1 L xapa r7 acrTEavos KavX7(rew, r7 ovxyt Kal VialS, PP PP; 

8320yap VJELS E'cTEr oo 'a )izpv Kal 1 xapa. 
84 lOL MIb)KETL C-TyOVTES 

85 EvbOK7'ra,Ev 

86 KaTraXtELO)PvaL ev 'AOr1vals M)dvoL 
87 2Kal E'7rEpMaptEv TlMOoeov TOV aObXEov 7r1ziaO Kal avvepyOv rTOV 0EOV PP 
88 eL TO '(T7jpL'aL V/a9 Kal 7rapaKaAXE'raL V7rp T79 7rTIoTEO)9 VElCv 
89 '73TOb ).7ova craLvecrOai v TraLs Ori\LIE-v ravTaLs. 
90 yap avroL oioarE 

91 OTl EL TOVTO KE/ifEOa. 
92 4yap KaL OTE 7rpoS va9 r7y E 
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93 7TrpoAEXyoeV Vytt 
94 O'Tl fE\XXO.EV OXi,LerOaL 
95 KaOws Kal eyevero Kal oi[arE. 
96 5lah TOVTO Kayw 

97 A KETL '-TEycWV 

98 E7TErIa 

99 ELS TO yvwvaL T?rV 7rTI'TL VJIv 

100 IA 7rTOS ETrELpaorEv vas 6 7rLpaCoov 
101 Kal ElS KEVO' yEv7lTaL 0 KO7TOS 7JiWV. 

102 66 apTL AhOdvTroS TLoOdov 7Tpb4 ?/tAas a' af viwv 

103 Kal evayyeXhLra.edvov ?j/lv Tv TV [7TLrtv KaL TrJv aya7r?v v/Iiv 

104 Kal O'TL ET 'XETE veav rj/1wv ayaOiVv 7ravrorT 

105 7mTLoOovvTrS 71Aa LvV 

106 KaOaTrEp Kal raEl vAa 

107 7L'a TOVTO 7apEKAhJ8O'flV, a3AhEXOL, Ep' VLLv E7TL 7r7a7n Tr avayKn Kal NP PP 

108 8r0T vvv CiuEV 
109 vav Vf6El 0rT?KETvE EV KVpl. 

110 9yap LTva eVxapLaTlav bvvaLEOaa Tr, 0E v avTraToovvaL PP Er7Tl racrn T' xapa 
111 ;a XacpoWIV Ol' VMcas E'fJpo-Oev TOV 0OV ?& .Lwv 

112 10VVKTOS Kal r1ipas V7TrEpEK7TreplroooV OJOEVOl 

113 EL TO LbEiV VpWv b TO TrpOOWTOV 

114 KaL KaTapTLraL Ta vOrTEP1MaTa T7JS 7TLroTEC v/.wv; 
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